
High performance

Newly designing of new-developed dual

twin element, optical unit and signal

processing circuitry enables high density

protection area. Ceiling / wall mountable.

Slight motion detection -New technology-

Selectable twin / quad sensing. Unit can

be adjusted from quad element sensing

to twin element sensing, which results in

double the number of sensitive zone, for

situations where close range detection is

desirable. (Highest sensitivity setting)

Self-test function

The unit conducts a checking test of
alarm contact whenever an alarm is
initiated. An alarm LED flashing if the
contact is short or damaged by induced
lightning, etc.

Built-in alarm memory

Memory LED will inform you which sensor

triggered an alarm during armed

condition when two or more sensors are

connected on the same line.

Quad
(dual Twin)
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Trouble alarm

~

Trouble is informed by continuous alarm
output and continuous lighting of alarm LED .
.Low voltage

Trouble alarm triggers when sensor supply
voltage drops down to approx. 8.5V DC

.Unit trouble
Trouble alarm triggers when inner circuit
/ wiring is damaged / broken.

.Failure to replace
Trouble alarm triggers when the aiming
device is failed to be replaced after
aiming is completed.

NEW SIGNAL

PROCESSING
High quality new generation joined in
PULNiX passive infrared sensors family.
Quad elements coupled with new signal

processing (discriminating temperature
differential information and object size

information) provide high "catchability".
The series offers some unique features
that make it a desirable choice for high

security applications.
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.TOP VIEW (CEILING MOUNT) .SPECIFICATIONS

The passive infrared sensor is designed to detect infrared energy variations caused by the presence of a human body. Therefore, note that similar variations in

conditions in protected area, due to other reasons, may cause the sensor to create an alarm as it is unable to distinguish between sources.

Please note: This sensor is designed to detect intrusion and to initiate an alarm; it is not a burglary -preventing device. PULNiX is not responsible for damage,

injury or losses caused by accident, theft, Acts of God (including inductive surge by lightning), abuse, misuse, abnormal usage, faulty installation or

imporoper maintenance.


